In FY 2013, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.3 billion and $0.24 billion, respectively, which amounted to 21% and 17% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.29 billion and $0.62 billion, respectively, which amounted to 20% and 43% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.45 billion. In FY 2014, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.75 billion and $0.45 billion, respectively, which amounted to 45% and 26% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.32 billion and $0.16 billion, respectively, which amounted to 19% and 9% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.68 billion. In FY 2015, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.35 billion and $0.20 billion, respectively, which amounted to 29% and 17% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.53 billion and $0.14 billion, respectively, which amounted to 43% and 12% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.22 billion. In FY 2016, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.79 billion and $0.38 billion, respectively, which amounted to 36% and 17% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $1.02 billion and $0.01 billion, respectively, which amounted to 46% and less than 1% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $2.19 billion. In FY 2017, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.41 billion and $0.66 billion, respectively, which amounted to 27% and 43% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.45 billion and $0.03 billion, respectively, which amounted to 29% and 2% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.55 billion. In FY 2018, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $1.20 billion and $0.01 billion, respectively, which amounted to 49% and less than 1% of total monetary settlements in public company and
subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $1.18 and $0.04 billion, respectively, billion which amounted to 49% and 2% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $2.43 billion. In FY 2019, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.82 billion and $0.04 billion, respectively, which amounted to 56% and 3% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.44 billion and $0.16 billion, respectively, which amounted to 30% and 11% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.46 billion. In FY 2020, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.31 billion and $0.58 billion, respectively, which amounted to 19% and 35% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.74 billion and $0.02 billion, respectively, which amounted to 45% and 1% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.65 billion. In FY 2021, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.72 billion and $0.11 billion, respectively, which amounted to 39% and 6% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.78 billion and $0.21 billion, respectively, which amounted to 43% and 11% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $1.83 billion. In FY 2022, disgorgement and prejudgment interest in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $0.47 billion and $0.05 billion, respectively, which amounted to 17% and 2% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. Civil penalties and other monetary settlements in administrative proceedings and civil actions totaled $2.23 billion and $0.03 billion, respectively, which amounted to 81% and 1% of total monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions. The total amount for monetary settlements in public company and subsidiary actions was $2.75 billion.